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Eliminating Boredom on Your Bus with a Modern
Entertainment System
Our Friends · Thursday, July 25th, 2019

Technology has a big stake in making the world a fun place today. Through innovations, fleet
companies can now keep passengers entertained and engaged throughout their journey. Bus
entertainment systems are now common and becoming better by the day. The main reason for
having this system is because passengers ride for several hours on the road before they arrive at
their destinations.
Fleet managers can either upgrade their current bus entertainment systems or give them a complete
overhaul. When buying new buses, they should make sure that they have the most modern systems
or plan to add them. Luckily, there are numerous options for this as we are going to see.
Components of the Best Bus Entertainment Systems
Music system – The most common entertainment system in any vehicles is a music player. For
modern buses, the only difference is that a sophisticated system can customize the music for each
passenger. Thus, individual tablets or infotainment screens with separate access to the music
database should be installed. As we are going to see, tablets that can access online music stores are
the best for this matter. Passengers can then use headphones to enjoy their customized music.
· Video streaming – Through the use of individual screens installed on the headrests for each
passenger, they can access various video streaming apps like YouTube to stay entertained
throughout the journey. Today, some companies have customized apps that are created for
passengers to enjoy things like movies and music videos.
· Games – The same system can be used to access various games. Again, these can be pre-installed
games by various bus entertainment solution providers. Games offer the best entertainment for
young travelers no matter how long the journey is.
· TV – It is now common to have a TV system on a bus. People can them enjoy their favorite
programs, news, and much more delivered by these systems. For fleet companies that want such
products for their buses, they can visit the Eyerideonline products page on their website.
Choosing the Best Entertainment System for Your Buses
Some entertainment systems offer more than others at the same price or even lower. However,
there are many other things to check like support and the ability to upgrade the software used.
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Thus, as a fleet company decides on what to use, they should do this wisely to avoid unnecessary
costs in the future. Otherwise, a poor-quality entertainment system will become obsolete within a
short time.
That said, it is worth adding that fleet companies should consider a system that has a variety of
entertainment systems in one package. If it can offer everything that we have mentioned above and
even more, then it is the best choice. But the most important thing is the ability to access the web
so that people can stream music, videos, and games smoothly.
Another important consideration to make is the cost. Most sellers prefer that fleet companies get
annual subscriptions before they can warrant support and upgrade of the system. But there are
many other companies that sell this as a one-off package. Each has its pros and cons which should
be weighed very well before making the final decision.
Common Bus Entertainment Systems Today
There are numerous bus entertainment systems offered by different sellers. Each of them has
something unique to offer, but the overall package is the same. So, if you are wondering which are
the best systems to use, look at these options:
· Ninova bus entertainment systems – They offer an Android system on the installed screens,
making it a very modern option that is easy to upgrade with their help. We all know that Android
allows passengers to browse the internet using popular browsers and do much more. But what is
interesting is that Ninova has pre-installed apps that are full of entertainment like music and video
streaming as well as games.
· Blueroad bus entertainment system – This also offers entertainment to passengers through their
HD screen and Android OS. They also have pre-installed apps, but the management can add more
through the Play Store if the demand requires this. One interesting feature is the TV, which has
become a big demand from passengers.
Managing the Systems
It is easy to manage your bus entertainment system if you are a fleet company that is interested in
satisfying the passengers’ needs. The most important thing is to ensure that all of the screens are
working without any issues. Ensuring that the bus has stable internet access also plays a big role.
The good thing is that a reputable bus entertainment solution provider will always provide the
needed support.
Conclusion
With all of these devices in place, your passengers can kill the boredom during their journey. If
they want to switch from one entertainment to another, they will just need to tap the screen and
enjoy. That is why a good and updated system is very important.
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